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The Key Inkling - Charles Williams (1886–1945)

The key Inkling? Surely not. That palm must go to Lewis or Tolkien. But 
in an odd sense (and “odd” is the word for Williams), it was often his 
agitated intellect, his wildly fecund imagination, and his sheer physical 
energy, that moved things along. It was Williams, for instance, who 
rushed in and out of the room at The Eagle and Child, fetching ale for 
everyone. His electric mind kept things humming, though often when he 
read from his works he left the assembled company scratching their 
heads.

Tolkien was not especially fond of Williams. He maintained that he never 
knew what Williams was “on” about. Readers of Williams will sympathize 
fervently here. But when Williams died suddenly, Tolkien had a Mass 
said for him, and himself acted as server to the priest. A most noble 
tribute.

T. S. Eliot said that Williams looked a bit like a monkey. When he 
lectured, Williams would pop about, sitting on the edge of the desk with 
legs all tangled up, then jump off, jingle coins in his pocket, and 
generally keep things stirred up.

He certainly did not have much in the way of looks, but women were 
magnetically attracted to him. His votaries (and they were votaries) 
tended to be women, and he had some more-than-peculiar associations 
with various women (see, for example, his Letters to Lalage). However, 
after almost fifty years of reading Williams and everything about him, I 
am convinced that he went to his grave faithful in all senses to his wife 
Florence, whom he had (typically) named “Michal”—after Saul’s 
daughter. Why? Because he was Williams.

Williams never stopped scribbling. He wrote feverishly, on the backs of 
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envelopes, on tickets, and on any odd slips of paper he could put his 
hands on. He wrote novels; lots of poetry, including a cycle of Arthurian 
lyrics; drama; criticism; biography; and theological essays. W. H. Auden 
said that, when he first tried to read Williams’s poetry, he couldn’t make 
head or tail of it. But he read Williams’s quirky history of the church (The 
Descent of the Dove) once every year.

Williams flitted about the edges of the Roman Catholic Church like a 
moth, at least in his writings; but he lived and died an Anglican. He loved 
to draw on the sumptuousness of Catholicism for his imagery. He liked 
terms like Our Blessed Lord, and Our Lady, and the Mass; and he 
apparently thought of the Pope as at least the Patriarch of the West, and 
perhaps even as Peter.

He may have had early associations with the Rosicrucians, and he 
certainly draws heavily on arcana: the Tarot pack, Solomon’s ring, 
necromancy, the Holy Graal (he, typically, picked up on and used this 
fourteenth century spelling). He never calls Jesus Jesus: it is Messias, 
usually. And God comes on stage as “The Mercy” or “The 
Omnipotence,” ordinarily.

Williams’s whole theme, in all of his work, is courtesy—that is, the 
courtesies fitting for citizens of the City of God. Caritas. My life for 
yours. Joy. Exchange and Substitution, which pours down from the 
mysteries of the Most Holy Trinity, through the Cross, to you lending me 
a hand with my grocery bags—or refusing to do so. Heaven vs. Hell, 
really.

—Thomas Howard


